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CORRECTED REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF JAMES L. CRIST

I.1

INTRODUCTION2

Q. Please state your name and on whose behalf you are testifying.3

A. I am James L. Crist, President of Lumen Group, Inc., a consulting firm focused on 4

regulatory and market issues.  I am presenting testimony on behalf of Interstate 5

Gas Supply of Illinois, Inc. (“IGS”) and Dominion Retail, Inc. (“Dominion”), 6

alternative retail gas suppliers (“ARGSs”), collectively the Retail Gas Suppliers 7

(“RGS”).8

9

Q. Are you the same James L. Crist who presented direct testimony in this 10

proceeding? 11

A. Yes.  12

13

Q. What is the purpose of your rebuttal testimony?14

A. The purpose of my testimony is to further discuss the development of a 15

competitive choice program.  In particular, this testimony will address the 16
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comments in the rebuttal testimony of Ameren witness Vonda Seckler (Ameren 17

Ex. 35.0) concerning development of a competitive choice program for residential 18

and small commercial (i.e., mass market) gas customers in the Ameren service 19

territory. 20

21

Q. What are your conclusions?22

A. Ameren does not oppose a mass market gas choice program.  (See Ameren Ex. 23

35.0 at 11:195; 18:327.)  Ameren identifies a number of items requiring additional 24

analysis and development in order to implement gas choice, as well as some 25

concerns about cost recovery.  However, none of the items that Ameren raises 26

presents an impediment to gas choice -- the items are largely just a question of 27

appropriate program design.  An appropriately designed program will address all 28

of the items identified by Ameren, including ensuring that Ameren recovers its 29

costs associated with the choice program.  30

Appropriate program design is important and should pay attention to the program 31

design characteristics that have worked well in other energy choice markets.  The32

first step is for the Commission to direct Ameren to develop a mass market 33

natural gas choice program, consistent with the best practices outlined in my 34

Direct Testimony and further discussed in this Rebuttal Testimony.35

This is a straightforward proposal that is consistent with past Commission 36

practice and conforms entirely to the Commission’s long-standing policy in favor 37

of fostering development of competitive markets to advance the best interests of 38

Illinois customers.  That Commission policy has resulted in choice programs on 39
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both the gas and electric sides throughout much of Illinois, including 40

Commission-approved gas choice programs in the service territories of Nicor Gas, 41

Peoples Gas, and North Shore Gas.42

Although it would be beneficial for the Commission to establish a competitive 43

market for Ameren’s mass market customers as soon as practical, proper 44

development of a competitive market will require additional collaboration after 45

the current docket to set the final rules.  Such a process should begin in earnest, 46

with a clear end-date and direction regarding next steps.  Specifically, the 47

Commission should require that, within one month of the entry of the Final Order 48

in this proceeding, Staff and interested parties begin a six-month workshop 49

process that will provide market rule recommendations and mass market choice 50

tariffs for Commission approval.  This approach was effective in the 2009 51

Peoples/North Shore Rate Case (ICC Docket Nos. 09-0166/-0167 (cons.)) for 52

adjusting competitive rules, and should work equally well or better in this context.53

54

II.55

THE ISSUES RAISED BY AMEREN SHOULD56
BE ADDRESSED, BUT SHOULD NOT BE AN IMPEDIMENT TO57

THE COMMISSION ORDERING A CHOICE PROGRAM IN THIS DOCKET58

A. The Commission Should Direct Ameren To 59
Implement A Mass Market Natural Gas Choice Program60

Q. Did Ameren respond to RGS’s recommendation in its Direct Testimony that 61

Ameren implement a mass market natural gas choice program?62

A. Yes.  Ameren witness Vonda Seckler addressed residential natural gas choice 63

issues.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 11-18.)64
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65

Q. What is Ameren’s position on a mass market natural gas choice program?66

A. Ms. Seckler presents the Ameren position as neutral toward a residential natural 67

gas choice program.  She states: 68

AIC does not oppose a residential gas customer choice program to 69
the extent the Company’s residential customers are requesting 70
competition for supply, there are identifiable customer benefits to 71
offering a residential gas customer choice program, the costs of 72
implementing the proposed program are reasonable, and the 73
Commission approves a program that allows the Company to 74
recover from ratepayers all prudently incurred costs of such a 75
program in a timely manner.76

(Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 11:195-200.)  Ms. Seckler then reiterates that Ameren “is not 77

opposed to gas retail choice.”  (Id. at 18:327.)  However, Ms. Seckler states that: 78

“AIC is not planning to develop a gas residential choice program unless mandated 79

by legislation or ordered by the Commission.”  (Id. at 18:331-332.)80

81

Q. What is your overall reaction to Ameren’s position?82

A. Ameren’s non-opposition to mass market gas choice is encouraging.  Ameren 83

obviously has experience in choice programs on the electric side (as Ms. Seckler 84

acknowledges), and therefore understands that implementation of a choice 85

program is feasible.  In light of the fact that Ameren currently operates choice 86

programs on both the gas (large volume) and electric sides of its business, the 87

level of caution raised in Ameren’s testimony seems somewhat overstated.  Most 88

of the items that Ameren raises in the discussion of a mass market choice program 89

concern implementation details.  None of those items presents an impediment to a 90

gas choice program.  Rather, those are all items that can be addressed either based 91
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on information that exists or based on an implementation process that will address 92

the details of the choice program design and operation.  This testimony will 93

address the more important items individually.  However, the final competitive 94

rules will likely come out of a workshop process following this docket, rather than 95

in the Final Order of this docket.  Thus, the Commission need not delay ordering 96

development of mass market natural gas customer choice solely because 97

legitimate questions about details of the market design remain open. 98

99

Q. Ameren states that it will not implement a gas choice program without 100

direction from the Commission or the General Assembly.  How do you react 101

to that?102

A. Ameren’s statement that it will not advance a residential gas choice program 103

absent a mandate from the Commission or the General Assembly simply seems to 104

be a recognition of the Commission’s role in setting policy for the state, and 105

appears to be a further reflection of the utility’s goal to fully cost-recovery for 106

establishing the choice program -- a goal that is appropriate and is supported by 107

RGS.  It would be entirely consistent with the pro-competitive goals of the 108

Commission and the General Assembly for the Commission to direct Ameren to 109

implement a mass market gas choice program.  The Commission has previously 110

approved gas mass market choice programs in other Illinois gas utility service 111

territories and can and should do so in Ameren’s territory.112

113
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Q. What is your reaction to the specific issues raised by Ameren?114

A. It is important to keep in mind that none of the three (3) specific issues raised by 115

Ameren are actually impediments to implementation of a mass market customer 116

choice program.117

1. Customer Requests for Competition.  Ameren raises a question of whether 118
any customer actually has requested competitive gas choice.  To be clear, 119
however, Ameren does not actually state that specific customer requests are a 120
pre-condition to implementation of a gas choice program.  Ms. Seckler 121
candidly states that “the mere fact a customer has not requested a retail gas 122
choice program does not mean that customers would not participate in a 123
program if one were offered.” (Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 11:205-207.)  Ms. 124
Seckler’s assessment is plainly correct.  A lack of specific requests for a 125
choice program is not surprising – customers in Ameren’s service territory 126
that for decades have experienced only regulated monopoly utility service 127
may not understand that in other areas of the state or country, the local gas 128
utilities are offering choices of suppliers to customers.  Of course, one 129
important component of offering a mass market choice program is customer 130
education to create the awareness and understanding of the program necessary 131
to encourage educated participation.  132

2. Customer Benefits.  There are clear customer benefits to allowing 133
competition for residential natural gas customers.  Ameren did not disagree 134
that there are benefits, although it questioned whether RGS’s Direct 135
Testimony quantified benefits of competition.  Given the historic record of 136
customer benefits from choice in Illinois (not to mention in other states), this 137
“question” seems somewhat stale at this point.  However, to avoid any 138
confusion and to supplement RGS’s Direct Testimony, this issue is further 139
addressed in this testimony.140

3. Program Design.  Ameren suggests that additional program design detail is 141
needed to implement a mass market gas choice program.  RGS put forward 142
extensive recommendations involving competitive market design and the 143
market’s necessary components.  (See RGS Ex. 1.0 at 25:556-49:1141.)  To144
supplement the discussion in RGS’s Direct Testimony, RGS responds to 145
selected items raised by Ameren in this Rebuttal Testimony.  Although 146
Ameren raises several issues, none justify delay of a Commission Order to 147
Ameren to creation a residential natural gas choice program, especially given 148
the Illinois General Assembly and Commission’s clear policies favoring 149
competition.150

151
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B. The Absence Of Customer Requests For Competition 152
Is Not A Justification For Delaying Implementation Of A Choice Program153

Q. Did Ameren make any statements in its Rebuttal Testimony about customer 154

demand for choice?155

A. Yes.  Ms. Seckler states as follows:156

I would agree the mere fact a customer has not requested a retail 157
gas choice program does not mean that customers would not 158
participate in a program if one were offered. However, interest in 159
such a program has not formally been brought to the attention of 160
AIC until the present proceeding.161

(Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 11:205-208.)162

163

Q. What is your response?164

A. Although I appreciate Ms. Seckler’s observation that Ameren is unaware of a 165

particular customer request, that point is of limited significance.  In its most 166

recent survey of mass market gas choice programs, the U.S. Energy Information 167

Administration (“USEIA”) reports that:168

Enrollment in ‘customer choice’ programs reached a new high in 169
2009, with about 445,000 more participants than in 2008, an 170
increase of 9 percent.”  Overall, nearly 15 percent or about 5.1 171
million of the approximately 35 million residential natural gas 172
consumers with access to choice were buying natural gas from 173
marketers as of December 2009 …, up from the 4.7 million 174
participating in 2008.175

176
(U.S. Energy Information Administration “Natural Gas Residential Choice 177

Programs – U.S. Summary, 2009, at 1 (available at 178

http://www.eia.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/state.us.html).)  In its report on 179

Illinois, the USEIA notes that since residential choice was started in the Nicor 180

service territory in 2002, “enrollment by the company’s residential customers has 181
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more than tripled, from 65,833 in March 2002 to about 218,000 in February 182

2010.”  (USEIA “Retail Unbundling – Illinois, at 1 (available at 183

http://www.eia.gov/oil_gas/natural_gas/restructure/state/il.html).)  Those statistics 184

speak for themselves, and demonstrate that there has been and remains a 185

substantial level of customer interest in mass market gas choice both in Illinois 186

and across the United States.187

188

Q. What is the status of choice in Illinois?189

A. The prevalence of choice programs throughout the state on both the gas and 190

electric sides indicates that policymakers strongly support choice programs.  The 191

Commission and the General Assembly for years have been strong proponents of 192

the development of choice programs on both the gas and electric sides.  The 193

Commission has never withheld support for a choice program (or any other 194

program) based on the argument that no particular customer has specifically 195

requested the program.  The Commission acts in accordance with its mandate 196

under the Public Utilities Act and in accordance with its stated and implemented 197

policies.  Based on those criteria, it would be fully appropriate for the 198

Commission to support implementation of a mass market gas choice program in 199

Ameren’s service territory, just as it has in the utility service territories in northern 200

Illinois.  Ameren does not identify any reason why its situation is unique or 201

materially different from other service territories such that it should not have a 202

choice program. 203

204
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C. Competition Provides Significant Benefits To Ratepayers205

Q. Ms. Seckler stated that the benefits of competition referred to in RGS’s 206

Direct Testimony tended to be “perceived” rather than “quantified . . . for 207

AIC gas customers” (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 12:211-212).  How do you 208

respond?209

A. Certainly we have seen benefits of customer choice in a variety of markets, and 210

the fact that the Commission and the General Assembly have continued to expand 211

choice demonstrates that they likewise see benefits.  Likewise, the fact that 212

customers continue to participate in the markets at significant levels is tangible 213

evidence that consumers have seen value of choice programs.  But Ms. Seckler is 214

correct in noting that there are a number of benefits associated with empowering215

customers to choose that are not easily quantified.216

217

Q. Has the Commission identified any benefits of residential natural gas choice?218

A. Yes.  From 2003 through 2007, the Commission released annual reports detailing 219

the progress of the competitive natural gas market, including for residential 220

natural gas customers.  (Reports available at 221

http://www.icc.illinois.gov/reports/Results.aspx?t=4.)  The 2005 Annual Report 222

found that:223

So long as the gas supply markets in the producing regions remain 224
competitive and there is nondiscriminatory access to interstate gas 225
pipelines at market based or federally regulated rates, then 226
transportation service has the potential to result in lower prices, a 227
wider array of services, and customized pricing, terms, and 228
conditions of service for individual customers and groups of 229
customers.230
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(Annual Report on the Development of Natural Gas Markets in Illinois, July 2005 231

(“2005 Report”) at 3.)   The 2005 Report also explained the benefits specific to 232

small volume transportation programs that were contemporarily operating in 233

Illinois:234

Supplier offerings differ in several ways from the PGA charges 235
that LDCs assess to sales service customers. The PGA reflects the 236
Company’s actual cost of gas. To the extent that the Company’s 237
commodity costs fluctuate with the market, the PGA also 238
fluctuates with the market. As mentioned in Section II above, 239
suppliers offer a wide array of pricing options and other services to 240
small volume transportation customers.241

Program benefits depend on the prices and services offered by each 242
supplier and the value that each customer derives from their chosen 243
service option. For example, if a customer enters into a fixed price 244
contract with a supplier, the customer could be better off or worse 245
off depending on the direction that market prices follow after the 246
fixed price contract is effectuated. Even if a customer enters into a 247
fixed price contract and gas prices subsequently drop below the 248
level of the fixed price, it cannot unequivocally be argued that the 249
customer was harmed by the fixed price contract because there is a 250
benefit, albeit a benefit that is difficult to place a dollar value on, to 251
eliminating the uncertainty associated with the PGA charge or any 252
other variable price.253

Although there is no conclusive evidence that small volume 254
customers receive a dollar benefit from the programs, the 255
popularity of the programs indicates a belief by small volume 256
customers that they derive benefits from the option to choose 257
alternative gas suppliers. 258

(2005 Report at 9.)  The 2007 Report provided additional information about 259

customer benefits and perceptions:260

The data indicates that small volume residential and commercial 261
customers will participate in competitive markets where 262
aggregation tariffs are available. Also, these programs are evolving 263
and being continually improved so as to meet customer needs. For 264
example, Nicor's program has only been available on a permanent 265
basis to all customers in Nicor's service territory since March 1, 266
2002. Peoples' and North Shore's small volume transportation 267
programs became available on a pilot basis to a limited number of 268
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residential customers for the first time beginning on May 1, 2002. 269
The small volume transportation programs have been available on 270
either a permanent or pilot basis for at least four years as of 271
December 2006. Assessing the level of competition for residential 272
and small volume commercial customers in these service territories 273
can be problematic. However, the participation rates by customers, 274
as well as continued supplier interest, are encouraging news, 275
particularly for residential customers.276

(2007 Report at 8-9.)  Although there are no more recent Commission reports on 277

natural gas competition and benefits for residential customers, it is clear that even 278

in the early stages, other utilities’ residential natural gas choice program showed 279

real, if not easily quantified, benefits for consumers.280

281

Q. What are examples of quantifiable benefits from competition?282

A. Price benefits are one example of quantifiable benefits.  In other utility areas 283

where gas choice suppliers operate, often they offer prices that vary monthly 284

similar to how utility prices vary monthly, but at a lower price than utility price.  285

In other words, in areas where there is gas choice, customers have been able to 286

pay a rate for gas supply that is less than the utility rate.  287

288

Q. What quantifiable benefits can be predicted for Ameren customers?289

A. It is not possible to provide a dollar amount in advance -- such numbers cannot be 290

predicted because it is not possible to predict the future volatility of the natural 291

gas markets upon which the utility price is based.  However, in states that 292

construct residential natural gas choice programs with fair rules, as explained in 293

RGS’s Direct Testimony, a competitive environment flourishes and customers 294

benefit.295
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296

Q. What examples can you provide from residential natural gas choice 297

programs in other states with fair market rules?298

A. An excellent example would be the program that IGS has conducted for 10 years 299

in Toledo, Ohio, as the provider of gas in the municipal aggregation program (a 300

form of competitive residential supply) where the local government, through a 301

competitive process, selected IGS to supply gas for local businesses and 302

residences.  The data show that IGS has consistently provided savings over a long 303

period of time throughout the program.304

In addition to the utility programs, the City of Sylvania describes the program 305

offering of IGS on its municipal website:  306

“The City of Sylvania began its natural gas aggregation program in 307
2001 after joining NOAC in 2000.  NOAC stands for the 308
Northwest Ohio Aggregation Coalition and is a regional coalition 309
organized to obtain lower utility rates for member communities.310
From 2002 until February, 2010, Interstate Gas Supply offered 311
natural gas rates to the City’s residential and small commercial 312
consumers at a lower rate than Columbia Gas.”313

(http://www.cityofsylvania.com/default.aspx?nspace=CityOfSylvania.Home.HotT314

opics (accessed August 17, 2011), an image of which is attached hereto as RGS 315

Ex. 2.1.)316

317
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D. Cost Recovery And Design Of Ameren’s Residential Natural Gas 318
Choice Program Should Be Consistent With RGS’s Direct Testimony319

Q. Ameren raised some issues about the unknown cost for implementation of 320

choice.  Please respond.321

A. Ameren states that at this stage it cannot determine the costs to implement a gas 322

customer choice program.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 13:214-216.)  Ameren 323

attributes this to the lack of a more specific proposal to implement choice.  This 324

concern is not compelling.  Everyone should recognize that there will be some 325

costs associated with design and implementation of a choice program.  However, 326

there is nothing novel or groundbreaking about implementing choice.  Choice is 327

well established in Illinois on both the gas and electric sides, and the concept of 328

utility cost recovery for implementation has been addressed repeatedly.329

330

Q. Ameren also provided testimony regarding various ways a residential 331

natural gas choice program could be designed.  (See, e.g., Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 332

13:238-243, 15:270-275, 16:286-302.)  Do you have any comments about those 333

suggestions?334

A. Yes.  Ameren’s testimony suggests that Ameren is not necessarily familiar with a 335

potential residential natural gas choice program, and seems to imply some 336

concern that unfamiliarity with residential natural gas choice program design may 337

lead to a need to “reinvent the wheel.”  (See, e.g., Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 13:238-338

243.)  This is an overstated concern: the items mentioned -- IT systems, switching 339

mechanics, enrollment processes, capacity and storage release -- already have 340

been thoroughly examined and developed in other utility service territories.  To 341
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further the discussion, this testimony contains additional detail regarding each of 342

these items and provides additional detail regarding the proper design of a mass 343

market choice program.344

345

Q. What do you recommend regarding Ameren’s IT services?346

A. As part of the Commission ordering Ameren to institute a residential natural gas 347

choice program, Ameren’s existing IT services should be modified to provide 348

capability of offering choice to those customers.  Consistent with the components 349

of an effective competitive market set out in RGS’s Direct Testimony, the 350

upgrades should allow the following functionality:351

 Ability to offer one combined bill that would include both supplier 352
commodity charges and utility delivery charges on one bill.353

 Acceptance of both “bill ready” and “rate ready” or dual data. 354

 Ability to include customer education messages about Choice on the 355
bill.356

 Offering a Purchase of Receivables program as described in RGS’s 357
Direct Testimony358

359

Q. Ameren provided a high level estimate of costs to improve Ameren’s IT 360

system to allow for a gas residential choice program.  Do you have any 361

concerns about this estimate?362

A. Without more details about the IT upgrades involved in the Company’s high level 363

estimate, it is difficult to comment specifically.  It is reasonable to assume that the 364

costs for implementing a gas choice program might be lower for Ameren, since 365

Ameren has experience with choice-program implementation already and has 366
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already invested in IT improvements for its electric choice program.  In any case, 367

if the costs are reasonable and prudently incurred, Ameren should recover all 368

implementation costs -- there is no dispute about that point.369

370

Q. What do you recommend regarding ARGS enrollment procedures?371

A. Enrollment procedures should be modeled after the successful enrollment 372

procedures in place at Peoples Natural Gas in Pennsylvania.  RGS Exhibit 2.2 373

details enrollment procedures.  The most important points of enrollment 374

procedures are:375

 Data be transmitted electronically between an ARGS and the utility, 376
on a daily basis377

 Customers should be enrolled on the next billing cycle, without delay378

379

Q. What do you recommend in regards to capacity and storage release?380

A. As explained in RGS’s Direct Testimony, a pro-rata assignment of assets should 381

be done that allows the supplier to manage and control the pipeline capacity and 382

storage assets.  RGS Exhibit 2.3 details the procedures regarding the release of 383

pipeline capacity and storage assets.  The most important points of asset 384

assignment are:385

 Assets are assigned on a non-discriminatory, pro rata basis, so that the 386
same mix of assets that serve retail sales customers are also available 387
to suppliers to serve Choice customers.388

 Choice suppliers must have similar flexibility in the injection and 389
withdrawal of gas in/out of storage that the Company has.390

 Procedures to accommodate storage gas imbalances allow for purchase 391
or sale of gas between the supplier and the Company at similar, non-392
punitive prices. 393
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394

Q. Ameren suggests that its price hedging program dampened price volatility 395

for its sales customers.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 14:251-252.)  What products 396

offered by marketers provides superior price volatility management?397

A. There are at two products that are available in the Illinois marketplace today in 398

other utility service territories that further limit volatility.  Most marketers offer a 399

fixed-price product that allows a customer to lock in their natural gas price for a 400

pre-determined period, with 1-year being the most common.  There are variations 401

of the period, some as short as six months, and some as long as five years.  This 402

product allows the customer to mitigate price volatility.403

In addition, some marketers also offer a fixed-bill product, which allows a 404

customer to lock in their annual natural gas cost regardless of consumption.  The 405

fixed bill product not only mitigates price volatility, but also mitigates weather-406

related usage volatility.  RGS has examined Ameren’s tariffs and found that 407

Ameren does not offer any products that provide this level of risk management.408

409

Q. Ameren also touts the energy efficiency ideas offer by the Company on 410

ActOnEnergy.com.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 14:256-258.)  What is your 411

reaction to the energy efficiency ideas available on this website?412

A. The Company is to be commended for its desire to promote conservation. The 413

efficiency and the products and services presented on ActOnEnergy.com are good 414

examples of Ameren’s efforts.  However, just as Ameren has decided to launch 415

non-commodity energy efficiency products and services, some marketers do the 416
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same and can offer different products and services or similar products with 417

different costs to customers.  Ameren does not contest this point.418

419

Q. Ameren also speculated that allocation of choice program costs could be very 420

time consuming and potentially contentious.  How could potential 421

contentiousness be addressed?422

A. Because Illinois has three residential natural gas markets -- which, admittedly, do 423

not yet fully meet the standards set forth in RGS’s Direct Testimony -- and two 424

residential electric markets, it is certainly possible that the development of a 425

residential natural gas choice program in Ameren will be less contentious.  Costs 426

of developing a Choice program should be allocated among the customers that 427

have access to and can potentially benefit from such a program.  A Commission 428

Order directing Ameren to institute a mass market natural gas choice program 429

need not resolve every single program detail in this docket; as described in further 430

detail below, a workshop process following a Commission Order requiring 431

development of a residential natural gas choice program would be wholly 432

appropriate.  The Commission should take the step of directing Ameren to 433

institute the program.434

435
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Q. Ameren suggests that there are pro-competitive alternatives to the RGS 436

recommendation that pipeline capacity and storage assets be released to 437

ARGS.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 16:294-297.) Are the alternatives Ameren 438

mentions equivalent to asset allocation assignment?439

A. My Direct Testimony recognizes that there are approaches other than assignment 440

of the pipeline and storage assets that are workable, but the specific alternative 441

outlined in Ameren’s rebuttal testimony -- where “individual ARGS determine 442

which assets it needs to successfully serve its customers” – does not appear to be 443

a proper solution.  (Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 16:295-296.)  While it ultimately will be 444

left to each ARGS to determine which assets it uses to serve its customers, it is 445

essential that ARGS customers not be charged for utility assets that they do not 446

use.  If such assets were released to the supplier and the supplier felt it had a 447

better way to successfully serve its customers, then it could chose to release those 448

assets or return them to Ameren.449

450

Q. Ameren suggests that it does “not necessarily” agree that Purchase of 451

Receivables (“POR”) is a necessary component of a properly designed 452

competitive residential gas market (Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 16:298).  Do you 453

agree?454

A. No.  Ameren cited the residential gas choice programs in operation Nicor and 455

Peoples Gas/North Shore Gas that currently do not have POR as evidence that 456

POR is not necessary for a properly designed market.  Although all of those 457

utilities indeed do have residential choice programs and none have offered POR, 458
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adding a POR program that meets the criteria laid out in RGS’s Direct Testimony 459

would greatly enhance the competitive marketplace in each of those territories.  460

(See RGS Ex. 1.0 at 32:716-47:1095.)  Those utilities created their mass market 461

programs prior to the widespread acknowledgement of the importance and 462

benefits of a POR program.  In the case of Ameren, because the Commission is 463

setting the parameters for a new program, there can be no legitimate dispute that 464

the addition of POR would enhance the choice program from the outset.  As 465

described above, the costs of implementation of a choice program should include 466

IT system modifications that would be necessary to offer POR.467

. 468

Q. Ameren witness Ms. Seckler opines that under current Commission rules it is 469

not clear whether customers can be disconnected for non-payment of an 470

ARGS receivable that is purchased by the utility.  (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 471

17: 315-316).  Do you agree?472

A. One purpose of a POR program is to reduce collection risk of gas supply charges 473

by having the utility purchase the receivable and treat it similar to other 474

receivables it may have for its own services.  This includes the potential of 475

disconnection of customers for non-payment.  I am not an attorney, and I do not 476

believe that Ms. Seckler was offering a legal opinion, but my understanding is 477

that Ameren can and should be authorized to undertake collection actions 478

(including, potentially, disconnection) for delinquent payments on purchased 479

receivables.  To the extent that there is any ambiguity, this should be clarified by 480

the Commission in its Order when it implements the residential natural gas choice 481
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program in line with the recommendations that emerge from the collaborative 482

workshop process. 483

484

Q. Ameren notes that “it is unclear how to calculate and report” an all in, 485

properly adjusted price-to-compare (“PTC”) for a residential natural gas 486

choice program. (See Ameren Ex. 35.0 at 17:324-325.)  What are RGS’s 487

recommendations?488

A. Ameren’s concern that the PTC be properly calculated and reported is well taken.  489

Ameren appears to agree with RGS that a properly adjusted PTC is important to 490

provide customers with proper price signals.  As described in RGS’s Direct 491

Testimony, the PTC must contain not only the current costs of gas supply, but 492

also the over/under collections that the utility would normally also be collecting 493

from its sales customers.  It also should be readily available for the general public; 494

the Commission’s PlugInIllinois website is one example of how to disseminate 495

the PTC to potential choice customers.496

497

E. The Commission Should Create A Well Defined498
Collaborative Process To Finalize Important Aspects499
Of Market Design That It Cannot Resolve In This Docket500

Q. RGS presented positions on enrollment, asset allocation, administrative fees, 501

and other issues above.  Does the Commission need to rule on the final design 502

of these and other aspects of a properly designed competitive market (such as 503

Purchase of Receivables) in this docket?504

A. The RGS testimony in this proceeding presents a market design based on best 505

practices from across the country that is intended to provide maximum benefit to 506
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all participants.  While issues regarding the design of the choice program could be 507

narrowed in the Commission’s Final Order in this proceeding by endorsing 508

certain aspects of the design, the Commission need not come to a final conclusion 509

on the details of a mass market choice program design in its Final Order here.  510

There are models for the Commission establishing a well-defined collaborative 511

approach to resolve issues in a timely manner.  For instance, in the wake of the 512

Electric Service Customer Choice and Rate Relief Law of 1997, the Commission 513

held roughly six months of working groups under the supervision of 514

Commissioner O’Connell-Diaz during the summer of 2004 to provide 515

recommendations for competitive electric market design for Commission 516

consideration and approval.  (See, e.g., ICC Post 2006 Initiative webpage517

http://www.icc.illinois.gov/electricity/post2006initiative.aspx.)  Similarly here, 518

the Commission could order Ameren undertake development of a residential 519

natural gas choice program subject to certain broad parameters, and rely on the 520

workshop process to recommend final rules to the Commission.521

522

Q. Has a collaborative approach ever been used for natural gas market design 523

in Illinois?524

A. Yes.  In the 2009 Peoples and North Shore Rate Case, the Final Order required 525

workshops to update the small volume transportation program.  RGS members 526

participated in this workshop process, and found it to be an effective method of 527

developing market rules.  In the 2009 Peoples and North Shore Rate Case, the 528

Commission’s Final Order stated as follows with regard to having a workshop 529
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process to implement changes to the Choices For You (“CFY”) small volume 530

transportation program:531

Having found that the Utilities should adopt the recommendations 532
of RGS and Staff, the Commission believes that it is necessary for 533
the parties to work together to formulate language that tailors the 534
Nicor choice program provisions for access to and allocation of 535
company assets to the Utilities‗ operations. Thus, Staff‘s proposal 536
to hold workshops is the only reasonable option of record to 537
address the CFY program.538

The Commission directs the Utilities to come to the workshops 539
prepared to discuss the Nicor program, as presented by Mr. Crist. 540
The Utilities should be prepared to explain which parts are 541
appropriate for their program, which are not, and why they are not. 542
For those parts of the Nicor program that the Utilities believe are 543
not appropriate for their program, they will come prepared to 544
present alternatives to address the issues raised by RGS.545

The workshops will cover all the small volume transportation 546
program issues. The workshops participants shall be technical and 547
other in-house working personnel from the affected companies and 548
the Commission Staff.549

(ICC Docket Nos. 09-0166/-0167 (cons.) Final Order dated January 21, 2010 at 550

253.)  Peoples and North Shore presented the results of the workshop in their 551

2011 Rate Case proceedings (ICC Docket Nos. 11-0280/-0281 (cons.)), but the 552

Commission could consider the Ameren market design in a proceeding initiated 553

after the workshop process has concluded.554

555

Q. How would RGS recommend the Commission order workshops in this case?556

A. RGS respectfully recommends that the Commission order the parties to begin a 557

six-month workshop process no later than one month after the Final Order in this 558

docket, with the mandate to provide final recommendations to the Commission 559

about market design at the end of the six months.  The result of the collaborative 560
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process would be a tariff filing that would be made by Ameren.  As in the 561

Peoples/North Shore workshops, it would be appropriate for the Commission to 562

endorse the RGS proposal as the strawman (e.g. Ameren should be prepared to 563

explain which parts of the RGS proposal are appropriate for its program, and to 564

present alternatives in the event that it believes specific proposals are not 565

appropriate) upon which parties comment, and request the presence of technical 566

personnel from Staff, the utility and other interested parties.567

568

III.569

CONCLUSION570

Q. What are the conclusions of your Rebuttal Testimony?571

A. The Commission should direct Ameren to institute a residential natural gas choice 572

program consistent with RGS’s recommendations.  None of the concerns raised 573

by Ameren’s Rebuttal Testimony are sufficient reason to delay fulfilling the 574

Illinois General Assembly and the Commission’s clear policies in favor of 575

customer choice.  Many of Ameren’s concerns are addressed in this testimony and 576

others should be addressed going forward as the Commission, the Company and 577

interested parties work together to establish the details regarding Ameren’s mass 578

market gas choice program through a six-month collaborative workshop process.579

580

Q. Does this conclude your testimony?581

A. Yes.582


